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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Wage digitization that considers the needs of female workers has the potential to boost
women’s economic empowerment. However, for women to realize these benefits, it is critical
that gender is built in from the start of any wage digitization program.
Annually, around the globe 230 million adults, majority of whom
are women, receive their private sector wages in cash,1 including
workers in global supply chains. This presents a great risk for
employers who face theft or fraud in the transportation and
distribution of cash wages. It’s also inefficient because workers
must often stand in line to receive cash wages, which cuts into their
productive or personal time; and it’s disempowering for women,
who have less control over cash wages, which are easier to be
handed over to someone else to manage.
Converting wage payments from cash to digital can benefit both
employers and workers, especially women. HERproject Digital
Wages Program2 has shown that switching from cash to digital
wages has led to one in two women opening mobile money
accounts, and one in five workers (both male and female) starting
to save regularly. One in five women started making joint decisions
with their families related to spending and saving; and one in
eight women reported being more confident about meeting
unexpected expenditures after completing the Digital Wages
Program. Factories have seen a 59 percent reduction in the
time required for payroll administration as a result of increased
efficiency, supporting the sustainability of digitization.

Many workers—especially women—may be unaccustomed to
using digital financial services. They may lack familiarity with even
basic technology and may have a distrust of financial products.
In addition, female workers may also face social barriers to using
payroll accounts, such as discriminatory social norms or traditions.
Societal pressure and traditional gender norms can cause women
to hide a portion of their wages, either for their own use or to send
to their families in their villages. This practice is more difficult for
women when they are paid digitally. Moreover, the transparency
of the digital wages system makes it more likely that their families
will find out, which can put women at greater risk of conflict or
even domestic violence.
It is therefore critical to consider and continuously review
gender perspectives to ensure that the transition to digital
wages does not have complications or unintended negative
consequences for women.

This guide offers development and financial
inclusion practitioners practical advice based
on learning and insight from HERfinance Digital
Wages program in Bangladesh. It covers three
key lessons for developing and delivering wage
digitization programs that can lead to women’s
economic empowerment:
1. Designing gender-responsive wage
digitization programs
2. Building financial capability for female
garment workers
3. Tackling gender norms to increase
control over wages
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CONTEXT

Potential to Increase Financial Inclusion
and Close the Gender Gap Through
Wage Digitization in the Garment Sector
The ready-made garment sector in Bangladesh, which employs over 4 million workers,
was the first industry to provide large-scale access to jobs for women, who make up
around 58 percent of the workforce.3 The majority of female garment workers are paid
low wages and are unbanked. Therefore, the high concentration and aggregation of
female workers provides a unique opportunity to close the financial gender gap through
wage digitization that addresses the particular needs of female workers.
While the benefits of wage digitization apply to both genders, women stand to gain
disproportionately. It can contribute to women’s economic empowerment, better preparing
women to succeed economically and giving them the confidence to make and act on
economic decisions that enhance their well-being and advance their position in society.
For this to happen, wage digitization needs to be coupled with training that both builds
the financial capability needed for women to use the services and addresses social norms
around financial decision-making. In some countries, like Bangladesh, women are expected
to hand over their earnings to a male family member who will make decisions on how it
is spent. Women, therefore, often keep some of their cash earnings hidden to spend on
expenses, such as for their children’s future, personal items, or to send to their family.
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C O V I D - 1 9 A N D W A G E D I G I T I Z AT I O N

COVID-19 and Wage Digitization
The Implications for Female Garment Workers
The garment sector in Bangladesh has been significantly impacted
by the COVID-19 crisis. National lockdowns coupled with cancelled
orders and delayed payment for partially or fully completed
orders led to immediate suspension of work and many job losses.
The crisis has exacerbated existing inequalities, a situation that
is particularly damaging to women. Very few female workers in
Bangladesh earn enough money to have accumulated a financial
safety net, and the impact of the loss of income goes beyond the
workers themselves because women typically spend most of their
income on their families and communities.4
The government of Bangladesh turned to digital solutions as an
effective way to provide a US$590 million support package for
the garment sector. This led to over 800 garment factories rapidly
digitizing their payroll. In April 2020, 1.9 million garment workers
received the government support payments in their accounts, with
an estimated more than half being paid digitally for the first time.5
Without wage digitization, these workers would not have been paid,
and many would have been at increased risk of being thrown into
a financial crisis.

However, due to the speed of implementing the digitization program,
as well as COVID-19 restrictions, workers did not receive any training
on how to use their new accounts. This was particularly an issue
for female workers. Seventeen percent of women interviewed for
the Garment Worker Diaries did not know how to use their digital
accounts because they hadn’t received any training, and 29 percent
reported that the process of using digital accounts was too difficult.6
In comparison, workers who had taken part in HERfinance training
reported that digital financial services were useful during the
COVID-19 lockdown period. During that time, 67 percent of women
and 79 percent of men used their mobile money accounts on a
weekly basis, including to send remittances to family members
and to top up airtime on their phones.7
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P R O M O T I N G D I G I TA L W A G E S

The Case for Promoting Gender Responsive
Garment Sector Wage Digitization
Benefits for female workers

Benefits for garment employers

Benefits for other key stakeholders

• Access to financial products and services
that meet their needs, such as savings
accounts and remittances

• Increased efficiency of payroll

• Financial service providers: New, active customer
segment with potential to use a range of products

• Increased confidence about their
future financial health
• Increased convenience and time-saving
through access to mobile financial services

• Decreased production time lost on payday
• Reduced costs for insurance and security
to collect and store cash
• Reduced risk of theft of cash wages
• Demonstration of transparency and compliance

• Global buyers and brands: Increased efficiency
and transparency in the supply chain
• Governments: Potential to reduce the gender
gap in account ownership and usage, and support
digital economy agenda

• Increased participation in decisions
about the use of their salary
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BARRIERS FOR WOMEN

Barriers for Women to Benefit
from Wage Digitization
Access
Women are less likely than men
to have the resources needed to
open and use accounts.
In Bangladesh, there is a 29 percentage
point gender gap in financial account
ownership—only 36 percent of women
are banked, compared with 65 percent
of men.8 Wage digitization is mainly
through mobile financial services, but
there is a gender gap of 25 percentage
points in phone ownership.9 Women are
also more likely to have feature phones,
rather than smart phones, which require
more steps to conduct transactions. This
low phone penetration is mostly tied to
social norms, which makes it difficult for
women to own phones and, in turn, to
open and use financial accounts.

Financial Capability
Women have less experience
and confidence than men in
using digital financial services.
Among garment workers, there is a
21 percentage point gender gap in
education—36 percent of female
workers have completed secondary
level or above, compared with 57
percent of male workers.10 This lack
of access to education also influences
women’s confidence: Only 62 percent
of women surveyed believed they had
the skills and knowledge necessary to
manage their finances well, compared
with 73 percent of men.11 Lower levels
of financial capability put women at
greater risk of fraud and theft (e.g.,
sharing PIN numbers).

Underlying social factors and norms perpetuate gender
inequality. It is therefore important to address the following
points when considering wage digitization:

Usage
Women have less time than men to
use financial products and services.
On average, married women in Bangladesh
spend 22 hours a week on care work
(cooking, cleaning, washing, and childcare),
while married men spend only six hours a
week.12 As a result, married women have
less time and energy to learn new things,
including how to use new financial
products and services, and going to ATMs
to withdraw salary only adds to their time
burden. They may therefore hand over
usage of accounts to their husbands or
feel that cash is more convenient.

Control
Traditional gender role expectations
for women restricts their ability
to access and take control of
their finances.
Societal roles can lead husbands or
mothers-in-law to perpetuate violence
against wage-earning women because
their paid work outside the home is not
consistent with traditional gender norms.
Women are also often expected to hand
over part or all of their earnings to a family
member and typically do not participate in
making decisions about how their wages
are spent.13 Such societal factors can lead
women to hide a portion of their wages
for their own use or to send to their
families in their villages.
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I M PA C T I N B A N G L A D E S H

HERfinance Digital
Wages Bangladesh
BSR’s HERproject is a collaborative initiative that strives to empower lowincome women working in global supply chains. It brings together global
brands, their suppliers, and local NGOs to implement workplace-based
interventions on health, financial inclusion, and gender equality. Since its
inception in 2007, HERproject has worked in more than 800 workplaces
across 14 countries, and has increased the well-being, confidence, and
economic potential of more than 1 million women and 620,000 men.
In 2012, BSR expanded the HERproject model to create HERfinance, which
aims to leverage workplace programs promoting financial inclusion to unlock
the full potential of women working in global supply chains around the world.
HERfinance works closely with global brands, their suppliers, local NGOs,
and financial service providers to pilot and scale wage digitization that
considers the needs of female workers.
From 2015 to 2021, HERfinance Digital Wages Program, in partnership with
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, worked with 10 global buyers14 and
75 garment factories in Dhaka and Chittagong in Bangladesh, supported
by three implementing partners—Change Associates, Mamata, and Young
Power in Social Action (YPSA).15 By August 2020, 70 factories had adopted
digital wages and more than 150,000 workers were being paid via a bKash
or Dutch-Bangla Bank Rocket payroll account.16

I didn’t know how to use mobile money until we had the
training. Through this, we learned about the interest on
savings and fees. Now on payday I send money to my
parents, and my mother-in-law [through my payroll
account]. I have opened a savings account in a private
bank, and deposit money each month.
- P U S H PA , G A R M E N T W O R K E R , B A N G L A D E S H
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I M PA C T I N B A N G L A D E S H

Following Wage Digitization
and Participation in HERfinance

The number of both male and female workers who
reported they save regularly increased by an average
of 21 percentage points
Women were 17 percentage points more likely
to report that they are confident they will be
able to meet their family’s expected future
expenses in the coming two years

The share of
women reporting
that they discuss
how to use their
salary with others
and then make
a joint decision
increased by 21
percentage points

83% of female workers
and 88% of male workers
prefer digital wages to cash
(up from 23% and 25%,
respectively)17

The share of women reporting that they handed
their salary to someone else to decide how to use
it decreased by 10 percentage points
Women were 17 percentage points
more likely to report that they are
confident they can meet such
unexpected costs as a medical
emergency or family problem in
the next two years

Women living in nearby communities
were 2.5 times more likely to actively
use an account

Female garment workers conducted
an average of eight transactions a
month, and male garment workers 13
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THREE LESSONS

Three Lessons for Increasing the Likelihood
of Women’s Economic Empowerment in
Wage Digitization Programs
1

Designing gender-responsive wage digitization programs

2  Building financial capability for female garment workers
3

Tackling gender norms to increase control over wages
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LESSON ONE

Designing Gender-Responsive
Wage Digitization Programs
Wage digitization programs should be gender-sensitive and
responsive by addressing the needs and priorities of both
women and men during design, implementation, and evaluation.
Gender norms in Bangladesh mean women and men have different
roles, responsibilities, and decision-making power. Therefore, it
is essential to understand the financial needs and vulnerabilities
faced by women when designing and delivering digital wages
programs. Continuous gender-responsive monitoring, assessment,
and adaption is critical to optimize outcomes for women and avoid
any unintended consequences during and after the transition from
cash to digital payroll.
HERfinance Digital Wages is designed with women at the
center, based on extensive consultation and feedback from
female garment workers through focus group discussions and
key informant interviews. During implementation, HERproject
continued to collect feedback from female workers during and
after training sessions, and adapted program activities to ensure
that women were getting the support needed during the transition.
The insights on financial behaviors and barriers collected during
program implementation were also shared with key stakeholders,
including financial service providers and global buyers and their
suppliers, to help them develop products and services
that consider the needs of female workers.

A key part of the program design is creating a foundation
for gender-sensitive training delivery. This requires a deep
understanding of existing gender dynamics and the challenges
to women’s active participation during training. This is especially
important given that HERfinance is delivered to mixed groups of
female and male workers. In Bangladesh, cultural constraints mean
that women are likely to be less vocal than men during training,
and men tend to monopolize discussions. HERproject works
through implementing partners and delivers a weeklong workshop
for trainers, which includes gender-sensitive facilitation training.
The training of trainers also addresses the gender dimensions of
wage digitization, which are important given the sensitivity of the
topics tackled during wage digitization programs, such as access
and control of resources, and power dynamics. The workshop is
designed to expand the capacity of trainers to engage women
during training and ensure that they are active participants.
HERfinance also conducted an in-depth mid-term gender
assessment to increase understanding of the impact of wage
digitization for women, including any unintended consequences.
The review was conducted with support from a gender expert and
included focus group discussions with female and male workers
in four garment factories in different regions of Bangladesh.
Topics discussed included 1) gender roles around the financial

decision-making process, 2) the culture of silence and acceptability
of violence against women, and 3) the nexus between digital
wages and the risks of violence and harassment for women.
Recommendations from the study included strengthening financial
capability training materials to improve women’s participation in
household financial decision-making.
HERproject theory of change and monitoring and evaluation
framework includes specific gender equality objectives
and indicators to assess whether the program addresses the
different priorities and needs of women and men, and has an
impact on gender relations. HERproject collects both qualitative
and quantitative data during implementation, and conducts
additional surveys when needed, such as a COVID-19 survey,
which aimed at understanding the impact of COVID-19 on
workers’ financial behaviors, particularly those of women.
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L E S S O N O N E R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Recommendations
• Consult both women and men before program design to understand their
needs and capacities. Organize separate focus groups with female and male
workers to discuss their financial needs, barriers they face to using an account,
and the control they have over their account.
• Define gender-responsive program objectives that put women at the center
by considering women’s and men’s financial needs and capabilities, and
monitoring them through gender-disaggregated key performance indicators.
• Engage key stakeholders, including global brands, financial service providers,
and employers, by making the business case on how gender-responsive wage
digitization can help them meet their business objectives, such as developing
an active new market segment for financial products and services.
• Ensure gender-sensitive training delivery by conducting capacity building
of the trainers (in house or external) on 1) gender needs and roles, 2) barriers
faced by women when it comes to benefitting from their accounts, and 3) how
to provide equal opportunity to participate for both women and men through
affirmative action (or positive discrimination) and the use of gender-sensitive
participatory training methods.
• Be adaptive by continuously engaging and listening to female workers,
and by adjusting program implementation if and when needed.
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QUOTES

“Most of the arguments at home is regarding money.
My younger brother needs a school bag but my
husband won’t allow me to get it for him. This makes
me sad and wonder why do I even earn. I used my
mobile account to send money to my parents to buy
my brother a school bag. The phone was with me on
payday and I sent money immediately and deleted all
the messages from phone.”
- 2 8 Y E A R O L D F E M A L E W O R K E R AT A G A Z I P U R F A C T O R Y
(FROM FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION)
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LESSON TWO

Building Financial Capability for
Female Garment Workers
Building garment workers’ financial capability—that is,
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors needed to
use financial services and make sound financial decisions —
is vital for successful wage digitization.18 Without financial
capability training, workers are less likely to use their accounts,
and therefore won’t benefit from their digital payroll accounts.
They may simply withdraw 100 percent of their wages on payday
or even hand over control of their accounts to other people
because they don’t know how to use ATMs. Female workers
can also fall victim to fraud calls if they aren’t given enough
information on how to use their account safely.
Using financial services and products can be a bigger step
for women than men. Women have lower levels of education,
experience, and confidence with financial services and technology
than men, which means that it is often more challenging for them
to adopt digital wages than for their male counterparts. However,
with appropriate support and tailored financial capability training,
women can gain confidence and trust and become active users
of financial services and products.

HERproject designed modules to build the financial knowledge,
skills, and confidence of male and female workers to use
financial services and improve their financial health. To do so,
the team conducted interviews with female and male workers
and factory managers and consulted with financial inclusion and
worker capacity-building experts and researchers. It is particularly
important that the trainings are engaging and relatable for women
because they may have a deep-seated belief that financial products
and services are for “someone else” and not for them.
Building women’s trust and confidence to use financial services,
coupled with safe spaces to learn and practice, is as important as
technical knowledge to change financial behaviors and enable
women to benefit from payroll accounts.

HERfinance Digital Wages modules
cover the following elements:
1. Capacity-building on how to access and
use payroll accounts and available financial
products and services.
2. Financial management in life that includes
the importance of financial planning, how to
prepare budgets to achieve financial goals,
how to save, and what are safe saving options.
3. Knowledge and confidence-building to
enable women to take control of their finances
(see lesson 3 below for more details).
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LESSON TWO

Building Financial Capability for
Female Garment Workers
HERproject peer education methodology is used to deliver
HERfinance Digital Wages training for five percent of the
workforce (both male and female), who then share learning with
around 20 of their peers. This is an effective way to empower
women to use financial products and services because women
often feel more comfortable sharing and learning from their
female peers. HERfinance also included several activities in its
program design and delivery to strengthen women’s confidence
and trust toward financial services and products:
• A female-only support session is organized after general town
hall meetings to enable women to ask questions they may not
be comfortable voicing in the main session and to discuss their
concerns about wage digitization.
• HERfinance team works together with the factory management
team, including HR and Compliance, to guide female workers on
how to cash out on payday during the first couple of months (for
example, by troubleshooting payment-related issues, such as if a
female worker forgets or loses her PIN number, and supporting
her in setting up a new PIN).
• HERfinance team also coordinates with financial service
providers to address fraud calls. In Bangladesh, 3 percent of
garment workers reported receiving SMS messages or phone

calls from an unknown person asking them to send money or
share personal information. Only 57 percent of women ignored
these suspicious calls or messages, compared with 87 percent
of men.19 It is therefore important that financial service providers
develop fraud prevention campaigns aimed specifically at
women, and that these campaigns are run regularly in factories.
It is also important that managers support workers who fall victim
to fraud and follow up with financial service providers.
Having these safe spaces and support mechanisms for women
to voice their concerns and get support helps them feel more
confident to use their account on their own without depending
on others.
HERproject found that the peer educator training caused a ripple
effect. In communities surrounding HERfinance digitized factories,
even women not employed in the garment industry became active
mobile money account users at a higher rate than women living
near factories still paying cash wages. According to an Intermedia
survey20, there was an 11-percentage point increase in active
users among female non-garment workers in communities around
HERfinance digitized factories, compared with only a 2 percentage
point increase among female non-garment workers living near
factories still paying cash wages.
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Recommendations
• Ensure that financial capability trainings and materials are tailored to female
workers to help them build their knowledge and confidence to access, use, and
benefit from financial services and products. For example, by providing real-life
examples and tips and sharing testimonies from other peer educators.21
• Include male workers in the financial capability training so they can also benefit,
but make sure that women are encouraged and supported to actively contribute.
Consider using single-sex groups for training activities, such as using tech tools,
so that women have an opportunity to actively participate.
• Provide support sessions and safe spaces where female workers can understand
and practice account usage, including ATM operation, visiting agents, and checking
messages on their phones. This could include a wage digitization committee
with a factory HR/Compliance/Welfare and Accounts team with enough female
representatives to support female workers if any issues arise.
• Use open-source digital wages resources for workers, such as HERfinance
tech learning tools, in addition to posters, songs, and videos available in
several languages, including Bangla, Arabic, Khmer, Hindi, Tamil, Kannada,
Gujarati, and Vietnamese.
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QUOTES

“At first, I was concerned when the factory announced that they would
be disbursing salary through bKash as I didn’t have any account.
I never had used mobile money account before and initially I was
facing problem operating the account. But things started to change
for me when I started attending the HERfinance training. I learned bits
and pieces of operating the account from the training and I am quite
good at it now. Apart from house rent and grocery, I also support my
in-laws. I send money to my in-laws every month all by myself using
the bKash account. I have also started saving in the accounts.”
- B E A U T Y K H AT U N , 2 3 Y E A R S O L D
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LESSON THREE

Tackling Gender Norms to
Increase Control Over Wages
Wage digitization can be a powerful tool contributing to women’s
empowerment if social norms are considered. During its
implementation in Bangladesh over a five-year period, HERfinance
team learned that financial inclusion doesn’t necessarily mean that
women enjoy greater rights and empowerment, particularly with
regard to access and control of resources. Any intervention that
challenges prevailing norms, such as a transition to wage
digitization, can lead to unintended consequences, including the
risk of violence against women. As such, HERfinance learned that
addressing control over resources is the most critical element of
the program if women are to truly benefit from wage digitization
and participate in financial decision-making.
Traditional gender role expectations for women restrict their
mobility as well as their agency to take full control of their
finances. Given the limited control women traditionally have over
their wages, they often feel the need to hide a portion of their
wages for their own use or to send to their mothers or other family
members back in their villages. HERfinance team observed that
when women receive cash, they often immediately take one to two
thousand taka from their salaries and hide it in their clothes or in a
separate bag, or give it to another female colleague they trust.
They then arrange to send some of that money to their villages,
using either another person or a mobile money agent.

Women workers reported that this process is tiring and it’s also
difficult to find a time to send cash to their villages without their
husbands’ knowledge. In some cases, husbands or in-laws wait
outside the factory gate on payday to get the cash salary
immediately after the women workers are paid.
When they are paid, workers are given a pay slip with the amount
of their salary written on it. Sometimes women ask factory
management to write a lower amount so their husbands won’t find
out that some of the wages are being hidden. In some areas, there
are small shops around the factory which can prepare fake pay
slips; women are seen to visit these shops regularly around payday.
With the increasing transparency of wage digitization, husbands
or in-laws might discover from an SMS showing the amount of
salary paid that a woman was hiding cash, which can lead to
conflict or domestic violence. Female workers are a vulnerable
population who already face a high prevalence of violence at
home. Wage digitization, which can expose hidden cash wages,
can exacerbate these risks. Furthermore, having a mobile wallet
doesn’t necessarily mean that women have more say in how they
use the money they earn. HERfinance conducted several
discussion sessions with women and observed that, even after
wage digitization, some women continue to have little control over

their incomes and rely on their husband for account transactions.
Many women share their PIN number, and their mobile money
account is sometimes on their husband’s or another family
member’s phone. In other cases, if a factory opened the bank
account for payment, the debit card is often kept and used
by their husbands. HERfinance team learned that extra time
and tailored support is essential for women to benefit from
having an account.
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LESSON THREE

Tackling Gender Norms to
Increase Control Over Wages
For all the above reasons, wage digitization doesn’t necessarily
translate into women’s empowerment, unless underlying social
factors and norms that perpetuate gender inequality are
addressed. It is essential to thoroughly investigate and understand
social norms and behaviors and to provide the necessary support
to women. This can include building women’s communication skills,
engaging men to get their support, and working closely with factory
management on how to mitigate and address the risks women face.
HERfinance Program addresses these complex challenges
as follows:
• Women’s participation in financial issues and joint decisionmaking is addressed across six training modules. One module,
“Talking about Finances with Family,” focuses on family power
dynamics, provides training on communication and negotiation
skills, and explains why joint financial decisions can benefit
everyone in the family.
• Following the 2019 gender review mentioned above,
HERfinance curriculum was strengthened and a rights-based
approach, inspired by HERrespect program22, was added across
the training modules. During the review, essential topics such as
women’s economic rights and economic freedom, economic
abuse, and control over resources were added, with the goal

being to address the nexus between wage digitization
and the risk of violence against women.
• Meaningful male engagement during program implementation
is essential to address social norms. HERfinance trains both
men and women in mixed groups to become agents of change.
Trainers use several techniques to convince male workers
of the importance of a woman’s right to her own income
and the advantages for a family to discuss and make
financial decisions jointly.
• HERfinance conducted several discussions with factory
management on how they can support women to prevent
and address conflict or violence due to wage digitization.
Some factory managers engaged with husbands and families
to sensitize them to the benefits of wage digitization for the
whole family. Women were also encouraged to open their
accounts on their own phone and to learn to change their
PIN numbers if they were shared unwillingly.
Although prevailing gender norms and societal structures cannot
be addressed solely through trainings designed to promote
financial inclusion, wage digitization programs that consider and
address these norms can make a huge difference for women.
18
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Recommendations
• Address control over resources, financial decision-making,
and women’s participation in financial issues during training.
Teach female and male workers communication and negotiation
skills, for example, when and how to have conversations
with your family about making joint decisions on setting
financial goals, agreeing on savings or reviewing expenditure.
Consider conducting role plays during training sessions to
practice these skills. Include specific rights-based topics,
such as economic freedom and control over resources,
in training materials.
• Ensure that trainers and factory staff are sensitized to be
respectful, patient, and empathetic when handling issues
and topics on unintended consequences for female workers.
For example, train factory-based female HR and compliance
staff on basic gender issues and how to respond to cases
when female workers are facing trouble at home regarding
money management and account usage. Consider this issue
from the very beginning of the program.
• Work with factory managers to organize a women’s rights
awareness campaign in the factory around the importance
of joint financial decision making and control over resources.
This could be for example through a drama taking place on
international women’s day or during their annual picnic.

• Ensure male engagement during trainings that address social
norms. Take men’s perspective into account and sensitize them
to women’s rights and men’s responsibilities. Trainers should use
examples and case studies to increase men’s awareness of
women’s rights to control their own salaries and accounts,
and of the supportive role that men can play in this regard.
• Engage with community level gender awareness providers on
wage digitization and the impact and challenges for women.
Provide support for them to organize campaigns in the worker
communities. For example, trade unions and local NGO’s can
organise discussions and drama’s in the community to raise
awareness with the families of workers.
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QUOTES

“I learned how to prepare a budget from HERfinance
training but my husband was skeptical about preparing a
budget. After getting the training, I could learn that I need
to be tactful to convince my husband. Then slowly I could
get his buy in to budget and spend as per budget.”
- S H A N T O N A K H AT U N , 2 4 Y E A R S O L D
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D I G I TA L W A G E S E C O S Y S T E M

The Digital Wages Ecosystem
and Who Can Support
Female Garment Workers
• Worker associations can share insights on the needs of garment
workers, particularly women. They can help convince workers of the
benefits of financial services and products, and build their confidence
and trust in using them.
• Buyers can make the case to their suppliers about the importance of
gender-responsive wage digitization and financial capability training
that considers the needs of female workers.
• Manufacturer associations can promote the benefits of responsible
wage digitization.
• Financial service providers can develop affordable and relevant
payroll products, which when combined with financial capability
training, can be adopted by male and female garment workers.
• Governments can adopt a comprehensive digital wages actionable
policy that includes tackling social norms for women by involving NGOs,
female worker representatives, and women’s rights organizations.
• NGOs can support and deliver financial capability training that engages
male and female workers, driving their acceptance of and benefit from
financial products and services.
• Development organizations and multi-stakeholder initiatives can
enable cross-sector collaborations to support the adoption and
scaling of the transition to digital wages that empower women.
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RESOURCES

HERfinance Resources

The following HERfinance resources are readily available online

HERfinance Posters

HERfinance Videos and Animations

A set of six posters with information

Developed with Mastercard Center

about financial services and financial
management. They are available in

for Inclusive Growth and QuizRR,

Arabic, Bangla, English, Gujarati,
Hindi, Khmer, Kannada, Tamil,

or shown on their own, such as in
factory canteens. Playlists available

and Vietnamese.

in Arabic, Bangla and Khmer.

these can be used during training
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HERfinance Audio Message

HERfinance Tech Learning Tool for Workers

A song that can be played on the
public address (PA) system and
provides information about using

Developed with Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth

financial services. It is available in
Bangla, Hindi, Kannada and Tamil.

and QuizRR, uses engaging videos and quizzes to
support workers to increase their knowledge of financial
services, improve financial health and build their digital
literacy. Available in Bangla, Khmer and Arabic.
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